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:ABSTRACT
The basici problem in designing change efforts and in

assessing then is determining which procedges or consequences count
and by how such. Whether it is teachitg\br learning_that needs- to be
changed .has-to be -determined. So it is frith class size. What is' to,
changed as Well aSiow that change'is to be measured needs to be
determined; The4ey question in considering class size is whether it
is the nature of, the School as- an organization- -in which the'smaller
classes exist- -that accounts for the larger share -of any
increase in student learning, or whether'increased learning can be
ircinght ;by increasing the'nuibiiit of -small classed,
regardlesS of other aspects of the school organization. It is,
suggested that discusSions and research of- class size would le-more
useful if they dealt with sole of the significant relationships that
.exist between a redbnrce allocation plan and the`. -social processes
that constitute the environment of these smaller `classes. In
att4mpting-to point out the Significance of the school context in* *
looking at the question of class Siii, the question of criteria of:'

- success 4 also dealt with.-However, it is suggested that student
lea not `the criterion of success.: It iS suggested that the.
social slogan "smaller -classes equals-better learning" is it useful
aphorism whose utility hasbeed-demonstrated.- Its current- validity or
future validity, Without redefinition of teris is in doubt.
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,Update Report. III

.The Class Size/Qublity of Eclugational Process Relcitionshipso
T---1

Frank L. Smith. Jr.
- Lawrence McCloskey

Efforts to improve schools, whether
changes in class size or in instrirtional
practices, often fail to make a disbnction
between the act of teaching and' the ex-
perience of learning. Because'the criteria
and performance areas involved in school'
changes are .not clearly delineated, the

revaluation ,of projects -often 'focuses too
sharply on some aspects of the situation
what pupils do on tests and Muses
insufficiently on other dimensions what
teachers do in classes. It is-true that pupil
learning is generally assumed to be the
intended outcome of the act of teaching.
BUt, tilt teaching act and the student's
learning are not the Same.

Teachers and studentS may-engage in
the teaching act, yet both 'parties may.
remain uncertain as to whether*; or in what
'way, learning took place. Since the
teaching act is a reciprocal process and is
not entirely a repetitious 'patterning -of-
uniform behavior, it is a tjeast reasonhble
to assume that instances of the teaching
act lead to some types of student learning.
14V(e admit-that we may not always be able
to link each teaching act to its specific
consequences.; Nevertheless, it is not
essential in designing school improvement
programs that we state the relationship
between teaching and learning if
professionals teach better, then,students
will,learn more as the moor claim to be
investigated or as the basic rationale of the
improvement project.
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Administrators can legitimately im-
plement improvement progrant that seek
to change, the quality of teaching per se. By
changing the behavior of the teaching, one
is also changing the role or daily life of the
student, even if these changes are not
reflected' on indicators of cognitive-
knowledge. On the other handt ad-
ministrators -often design change
programs to improve le.arning without
incorporating efforts aimed at altering the
nature of the teaching act directly or at

'altering therole of the teacher.
' The basic problem in designing change
ear& and. in assessing them is deter-
mining which processes or consequences

""count." and by "Low much." Is it
teaching or learnirig that is to be changed?
In what ways? So it is with class size. One
needs to know what is to be changed, and
how that change is tcrbemeasuredA

The distinction between teaching and'
learning is a useful one in analyzing
change efforts. In analyzing the issye of
class size, other distinctions are
necessary. What is needed is some
working sense of what a school is: a loose
confederatioh of classis, or a complex
social organization. School' is la place
wher6 both class instruction and learn*
take place While student learning may be
die raison d'etre both for the school and for
the act of instructing, the school as an
organization and the process of instructing
are related, but they are quite different
things. .

When one talks about the s chool, one
may-mention the students'' rate of-learn-
ing. One must also consider the ,unit's
social context and the processes it engages
in While interacting with its environment

an area frequently called "public
relations." One must give some thought to
the structure -and functioning of the
decision-making process, as well as to
efforts to coordinate various components
within the school unit. When one talks
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about the instructional process, one is in
fact' considering tie technological or .
production 'processes of the school.
Instruction, therefore, is One, but only one,
of the critical processes that are evident in
the school as a social organizatioh. With
respect to the issue of class size, therefore,
to say that smaller classes lead to, or
relate to, better studeht learning Lirgely
begs the questionZy relating class size, or
the alltation of resources only (or
largely)To the impact on the nature and
consequences of the instructionalprocess,
one tends,to ignore the impact at decisions
to maintain smaller classes on Other
critical social processes of the school and
also to ignore the contributitth of these
other processes to the welfare-of the school.
and to student learning:

The key question in considering class
size, is `whether it is the -nature of the
-school as an organization in -which the
smaller' classes eiist that accounts for
the'larger share of any observed increase
in stuuent learning, or whether increased,
learning can be brought about directly,
simply by increasing the number of small
classes, regardless of other aspects of the
school organization.

In relatidn to the cost-benefit notion, the
question is Whether for a given amount Of
money one would), improve organization
viability andibr student learning more by
Investing in more small classes, or by
investing in other efforts of Ahe school as
an organiiation, such as supervision,
curriculum developnient tasks ,groups!
joint planning time or student directed
activities. In all' probability, it is not an
either-or proposition, but rather a matter
of balance: smaller classes are beneficial,
but only if they exist in ,combination with
other strong support structures and-social
processes, In short, converting a school
into A confederation of small classes, into a
relatively simple undifferentiated social
unit, is an unwise pplipy choice, since such
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a decision would fail to take into con-
sideration the Concept of the total school as
a social organic iort.i. *

The deferen notions about the school,
that is, whe er it is perceived as a
complex organization\ or a looSe con-

' federation, gad to different questions for
the instrtictional staff. ,i-he diffe,rence is
that the staff would have tc(inove beyond
asking "What does one diffeiently in

. small classes?" to asking, "What does_ one
do about small classeF?"-*-

. The "in class" question assumes that the
ac- instructor's scope of :concern and time

. frame relates tostrategies for teaching the
giyen group ofshildren assigned to him.as
a class. The focus-of attention is either-6
particular child, a few Children within the
class' gain), or the class as a whole.;
Whatever Strategy the teacher designs,
that response will apply only. to those
particular students, not to other classes
and not to the school as a whole. - x

To ask the questions "about sinlill-
classes" is -to ask about institutional
design, and not about particular in-
struetional strategies as they - relate to _a

, given groOp %Of individuals. When con-
. . side ringinstitutional design, one's scope of

concern and time frame, for example,
would shift to -cokilderation of the deed to
integrate differentiated, instructional
strategies found to exisLainong tiie small
classes and to determine how small class
units could relate to family life styles and
educational preferences. }

In- -effect _-one, would shift the social
perspective from that of the psychologist's
who looks at learning as a peiSonal event
to the persp dive of the' social
psychologist or ciologist who'looks at
social-processes _Useful social structures
existing in, an! organizational setting.
Attempting to observe the impact of class

. size without considering the school context
that surrounds7the classes is something

I like trying to study families without noting
`their community. It can be done, and in

fact is dime, but perhaps the envirohihent,
which isgbeinglignored, makes the greater
and more meaningful difference. To
ignore the context in which classes exist is
to assume,. in effect, that classes are
intahangeahle units; that is, that class A
of 16 studentstin school X is like class B of
16 students in school Y. In assuming that
classes of the same size are inter-
changeable ;from school to school, is

1 assuming that they are equivalent, one
must then also either assume that dif-
ferences betweep schools are so slight as
to be overjome by differences among
classes of various sizes or simply assume
that there? are no differences among
schools that relate to what goes on in
classes. In discussions with layn or
indeed in negotiation sessions, classes are
often refer! ed.to as if they were all of a
kind; we ! talk about classes within a
district, sometimes about types of classes

, .

for spleial t3pes of youngsters, but rarely
do we talk aboutclasses within a school in
a distri21.,Zpon reflecticar,however, it is

_ clear that classes are not interchangeable,
largely licause there are very imported
differences athong schools. Lit us consider
this point briefly:.

Perhaps there are identifialile types ef-
sebools. We believe-that there are three
sets of variables that can he used fruitfully_
in a ttemptinglo identify types of schools
which _classes exist: II environmental
exchanges or types of relations that exist
between families in the school), 2j
authority-reward systems (way. of in-
volting staff in- decisions with different
scopei.and time frames), and 3) learning
technologies (the predominance of

. selected instructional strategies that
create varying roles for youngsters as

rs). While the intent here is simply
to suggest that types of schools provide
srlifferent social environments in which

- classes of varying sizes exist, some brief
deScription of the variables used to
describe schools may be helpful.

First, it should be pbinted out that the
variables do not directly deal with status
variables, such as the social or economic
status of\ the child or-his family. Status'
variables are obviously important, but as
surrogtits \or stand-ins for performances
or actual behavior' they are too gross and s
statieto capthre the slight but very ini-
poitant variatit in what schools actually
do in their effo to educate children
Further, schools with assigned attendance

. areas,. cannot change the status- of the
families they serve, but they do have some
flexibility in chnnging the patterns of
interaction and -the se e of values that
'guide their behaviors.

As for the first area which schools
may vary, patterns of sch 1-community
relations, Litwak and Meyer have
developed what they call "balance
theory." I Actot_4ng to their pective,
families operate-Ss primary grow s, while
schools exist- as forrAal organ .tions
called "bureaucracies:"7 These tR dif-
ferent group structures are antithetical, in
terms. of what one does to becom
membewnd the tasks he is expected
perforrr Difficulties in coordinating their
various activities arise over the in-
volveinent of experts and non-expertS iti
Uniform and non-uniform behavior. School
employees, as expert*, have -largely non-

-, uniform ,tasks to perform. Non-experts,
who frequently demand uniformity, can

'inide'rinine the effectiveness of the staff.
What the school do is to find a way to
coordinate home and school by balancing
involvement and detachment ,so that
neither structure, home nor school, un-
justly _dominates the other. Coordinating
efforts involve use of communication
linkages or linking mechanisms, such
detached worker opinion leadei4f,
auxiliary voluntary associations, mass
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etc Schools, or administrajiye
style§ of .working ?ial this task, can=tie
clasafied as toltypes..ClasSes indifferent
types of schools are Bot the same, even
though the number of students assigned to-
a single teacher May be the same.

Authority-rewards systems, reflecting,
styles of leadership behavior, can also be
changed over time; thus,- their impact
upon the effectiveness and efficiency of the
school as a social organization can be
modified antis not a constant from school
to school nor class to class. Schools might
be described as being of thr.ee types: those
that foster among teacher's' autonomous
power and ffidilidualistic rewards,.
derived largely- from direct interaction
with pupils; those that foster hierarchical
power, with teacher rewards derived from
exchanges with the principal, who en-'
forces or exempts people -from Centrally
formillated rules and regulations; and
finally, the third type, those schools that
foster cooperative power arrangements
that encourage joint prnblem solVing
veiithres. These are not, of -course, pure
types: No school is either all one, or all the
other, big schools do tend to stress dif-
fepat patterns. Classes taught. by

.teachers in context are not, we suggest,
thesame ai classes that exist in idifferent

--context.
.

Finally, schools differ in their use of -'
specific instructional strategies. While

much is said about open schools, or
structured schools; such labels frequently
loci clear operational definitions: On the
other hand, the Indicatodof Quality (IOQ)
research did clearly define and record the
observed frequency of specific classroom
activities, such as lecture, demonstration,
small group work, individual work, etc.
Furthermore, the style-of activity in the
I0Q research was .the best ;predictor of
positive mean scores, Thus,-the evidence
suggests. that schools vary iq their relative
use of selected classroom activities.
Schools, we -suggest, could usefully be
described if a profile of their instructional
strategies could be constructed.

. In summary, we suggest that
discussions and research of class size
would be more useful if they dealt with
some of taie significant relationships that
,exist between a resource allocation plait
(more teachers for- s ller classes) and ,
the social processes at constitute the
environment of these s aller.classes. We
should start looking for types of schools in
which varying types of classes exist. In
addition to being more fruitful for
research, the focus on school types as the
context for Classes of various sizes is also
Pragmatically more useful. In effect, we
are saying that school administrators haqe
more influence over- schools as social
organizations than they have influence
over the" political processes of school
boards and communities, 7/hose actions



would be necessary to change tberesource
allocationbattern sIgnifiuntly.

In -.attempting to point mg the
significance of the school context in
looking at the question of class size= we are
also dealing with the queStion of criteria of
success. By focusing the debate regarding

ithe use of resources oa class size .and
student performance:iye tend to ignore the
welfare ol the school as a wholetand
criteria that might be applied to the
school's functioning.

As- with other school imprOvement
;programs,-. student lbarning and/or better
teaching are most often stated as criteria
to be uiedin measuting the Impact of
changes :in class size. While the en-
couragement of studeiit learning, may be
the school's primary social function, or, at
least, the. purpose most acceptable in the
rhetoric of school politics, there are
Criteria of ,success other than student
learning that we could use in judging the
quality of a school. Teacher morale,
parental support, esthetics of the physical
facilities,, or the adaptability of the school
as-an organization are examples of other
valietriteria. In looking at the policy
question orelasesiie, it is obviously very .

1 important that we, select appropriate
criteria befote we enter into an. in-

. terpretation of -the data related to the
criteria beipg used. There is without doubt
a vested intent foe some parties in at-
tempting io cast the research question in
terms of, student learning: Do smaller
classes promote more learning? Given the
primacy of the learningThetoric, one has a .*
better chance of getting pUblic support for
his paiticular resource demands more
classroom teachers for smaller classes
if he can at least imply that these smaller
classes are critically related to some set of
highly 'valued or desired outcomes:
student learning, rather than better
schools or happier teachers.

To pose the question about class size in
terms of student performance, however, is
to yield two fundainentalpoints. First, the
claim "if more classroom teachers, then
smaller classes, arA if smaller classes
than more learning" states the economic
aspect of the -issue in. terms of more or
fewer classroom teachers. In so doing, we
have at least implicitly said that schools
are composed essentially, if not ex-
clusively,, of classroom-teachers; we haVe
accepted the loose confederation nation of
the school. Schools are currently much
more complex, than that. We know that
measures of staffing adequacy, attempts
to count instructional and support per-
sonnel of `various types, are more accurate
and useful ways of viewing !the array of

, expertise and positions found within
schools.

Perhaps the notion that "schools
classroom teachers" as indicated by a
range or average class size was - a
workable' 'notion during th expansive

years..In the 60's the general economriyas
good-and school staffs were - increasing in
size,,dueto rising student enrollments and
the greaterrange and variety of services
that were 'tieing ineluded.in the school
program Now, the general economy and
enrollment patterns are quite different.
Choice's also become different. Perhaps'
policy makers shift ftom considering how
many classroom teachers and how many
specialists are needed to whether
classroom teachers or specialists are
'needed. **-'

The choice between classrooms teachers
and. specialists takes 04-new meaning in
the new socioeconomic context. With -an
increasing awareness that the new
economy will increasingly depend: upon
growth in human potential, not in the
accumulation of material goods that
require exploitation of natural resources
and increased producthin, the schools'
interest in developing instructois and
other personnel-who function program-
matically outside the classroom and with
clients who are outside the 5-18 age=range
will also increase. Thus, -schools as
organizations, in order to survive in their
new social environment, will become more
corpplex. School giowth will be in per-
sonnel who perform in jobs that are
largely -just -now emerging. To- commit
larger blocks- of the school's current
resources ,to classroom teacher positions
in order to reduce class size may in fact
jeopardize the schools' chances for -sur-
.vival and the schools' efkctivoness as one
of the communities central agency of
education.

The relative economic question,
therefore, is not vmore of fewer classroom
teachers" but is rather "classroom
teacher or other instructional personnel."
SeCond, tti -"mare classroom teachers

equal more learning" claim narrows the
scope of the economic policy question, and
it also introduces the Black box.notion of
organizational change. It fails to deal with
the specific behayiors that people are to
undertake within the environment created
by establishing smaller classeS. Like the
mysterious electrical black box; two wires
(resources) lead into the box and two other
wires (outputs) lead out the other side, but
nobody knows what, if anything, goes on
inside the black box. Since nobody knows
what the black box is supposed to do,
nobody can judge whether the box does its
job well. To make this type of claim in the
discussion of classes suggests that
engagement_ in activities is of no social
consequence, or that engagement is to be
taken as a given, perhaps beyond direction
or change. With respect to the latter
notion, that engagement of students in
instruction can be assumed, same ad-
vocates of open education make such
claims, based upon their _observations of
childierf. Children are curious, they ob-
serve, and,, when placed in a rich en-
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-vironrnent children will uploreand create
their own learning tasks, pith little or no
external guidance. We de not wish to argue
that 'children wiliatot use environments for

, their own gr9wth, ,nor that open
educational strategies -are inappropriate
in studies of smaller dosses. We are at-

. tempting to suggest that, rather than
making the-black- box assumption, some
claim specification of -instructional
strategies. for -small classes should be-
made explicit Small classes do not
inevitably lead to,specifie -instructional
strategies. In making the Claim more
explict .the "more classtoorh. teachers=
more learning(' coin must be expanded'
more Classmoin teachers better. in-
struction,:: more learning. In- this case,
"better instruction" must be defined.

It is also possible, as we Moe suggested,,
that student learning is not the criterion°,
success; thus, perhaps one...should ask w
different- questibn,. putting aside for the-
moment our concern for the social -ent
virornnent in which classes exist Instead
of askir)g, "Do smaller classes 'lead -to
better learning?" we rnightlask 'some of
the other qitestions that may be seen in the
accumulated research-about. class size.
For example:
' Do ,small classes promott.better in-

struCtigi?
Do small classes increase teachers
knowledge of pupils?
Do small classes improve tea her
morale?
Do small classes encourage-parental
Participation? .
Do small classes facilitate better
planning? --

Do ..small _classes promote better
student and attendance discipline?
Do small c&sses provide more flexible
and aaPtive schools;
ix) small classes make better schools?
Having looked at various meaningful

ways that the question of class size could
be posed and the range of different an-
swers one gets by shifting the question, it
is time to consider a basic ptohlem: Is the
matter about class size a meaningful
question?. Certainly, this is not a single
question and to deal with it as "Swill
daises:: more learning" or simply,, "stall
classes are better" Is to engage in
uniformed rtetinic. Sarason 2 says pere is
no real 'queskon..He:recOgniZes that the
discussion about class size ,generates
heated debates and is based' on deep-
seated feelings, but he tries to point out .
that, the discussion is a .cultural
phenomena and was never intended as a'
research question. He traces the notion
that smaller instructional gtrobps yield
more learning, to the two related social
conditions: the tutorial system emPloyed.
by the wealthy and the pragmatics Of
instructing the masses in very large
groups.Naturally enough, those employed
to teach large groups were certain that
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they could be more effective-if they had
"smaller classek." maybe something like
tutorials. Over tithe classes dld become

,' smaller; schools di* get better; and pupilS
did learn more. -But this change represents
complex changes the'society and did not
result, from-Planned- changes bated on
empirical researeh invplving adjustments
of sizes of classes. Thus, "smaller
better learning" is a Useful aphroism-or
so'cia'l slogan, *whose. utility -has been
,demonstrated. Its etttrent validity or

contained classrpoms is no longer entirely,
valid, although such organization of the
teaching task may be the most Prevalent
among all *schools. Team teaching and
multi-unit schOols_are also evident, One
would then consider the organization of
interrelations among assigned personnel
necessary te facilitate the technology.

The problem arises when one attempts
to define wnat is predominately a set of
interpersonal activities instructional

future validity, without redefinition of technology. A basic consideration is
whether one considerg the teaching act theterms, is very mu& in doubt. As a
same at different grade levels land withinresearch qiiestion, terms certainly must the different content,as. It-Is possiblebe operationally defined and the protteni
that since the teachingact is a reciprocalapproached in a design that perinits
one .involving teacher and at yast onemeaningful 'Interpretation of the In- '
pupil pupil gr
matures over time, that there is a
developmental aspect-to the teaching act
itself. In other words, the similarities
observed over time may mask a subtle or
less evident shift in, emphasis' or
delineation of roles among- these par-
-ticipating in,the teaching. Common sense
would, support this observation. thus, a
workable, definition of 'the instructional
technology- ikeuld haV,e to be stated in

formation-generated by the study. Let us
L., turn to these needs: redefinition of the .

research question and the matter f a
research design. Further, we hope to show
that these two concerns should be related
for a new research venture.

First, the notion of class size implies'
nothing more than a resource allocation
plan; that is, more workers assigned to
classes:In studies Of other organizations,
one would not usually start with a resource relation to age level of the students.

to get some definition of the nature of the The implication, of this1Pdefinitioli of
.allocation plan, but would rather attempt

-
ages of pupils. The optimal or best clais
size then would .depend upon the
organizational-level. In early primary
years, for example, because the. In-

k structional technology used with very
young children recjuiresirequent intensive
interaction ,tsmall group work) schools
would be organized into pmall work units-
with multiple workers (self-contained
classes with aid(6,). t)n the other hand,

since young. adolescents are- developing,
independence i in a peer group context,
the instructional technology would be
different (project's, reports, etc.) and the'
school organization would be different as
iwell (coordinated teams).

It Would be naive to suggest that schools
across America consciously design their
organization to reflect some. develop
mental notion of instructional technology.
The reverse condition, however, is con,
ceivable; that is, one could tilt the idea
that schools progindically developed a
"theory of practice" over- time in their
interchanges 'with pupas. What' is.

necessary is a data bank\that recordS the
frequency of instructional activities in
classeg of all grade levels among many
schools. Indicators -Of Qualify research
prOvides such data. The analysis will-be
1,......55.._senteclin a future issue. - -

technology or work pattern. In the ease of . instructional technology for the study of t
schools, this would mean that one' should Class size are evideht. If.the instructional
first specify the nature of the instructional technology of schools Varies with the age
strategy and the range and variety of levels of pupils, and if the organization of
teaching acts anticipated or desired. The ° schools is based oil that technology, then.
assumption that teachers are largely school organizations in which classes exist, '
autonomous professionals working in self- will also very with-the development or
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